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Abstract
The relevance of the investigated problem is caused by the need of society education to be focused on a humanitarian
approach to provide education not only to healthy children but also to patients with autism. This article is focused on
the search for educational tools using robotic technologies for teaching children with autism a foreign language.
The methods used in this article are based on a comparative analysis of two approaches, such as the traditional method
of teaching English and using robotic systems. The article reveals that traditional system of education, organization of
the educational process, is not suitable for increasing the number of children with autism.
The main result of the research is the developed criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of strategies for teaching
children with autism a foreign language which is based on the analysis of the effectiveness of existing educational
tools. Recommendations are developed. Materials of the article can be useful for researchers in this field, teachers
dealing with autistic children for enrichment foreign language teaching methodology and pedagogy.
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Introduction
Currently, there are a number of serious diseases that prevent the effectiveness of educational processes
and the assimilation of knowledge necessary for the realization of the individual and its socialization in
society. The problem concerns children with autism. As a special disorder, autism was described in the 40s
of the last century. Despite this, until the collapse of the USSR and even after, children were often
diagnosed with "child schizophrenia", and spent their lives in psych neurological boarding schools. For a
long time in the country, it was believed that children with autism need only care and treatment. It took half
a century for autism to be officially recognized as a special type of health disorder in the Soviet Union.
This happened in 1989. However, it was not easy to bring this fact to the understanding of doctors,
teachers, and society as a whole. Seven years ago, children with autism were considered uneducated in
Russia. Only a Federal law «On education in the Russian Federation" adopted at the end of 2012 abolished
this approach, recognizing all children as having the right to education (Special Federal State Educational
Standard for primary school education of children with autism spectrum disorders).
A prototype of the Special Federal State Educational Standard (FSES) for primary school education of
children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) was developed by specialists of the Institute of
Correctional Pedagogy in 2010. This project is currently being tested in pilot regions of Russia. This
educational standard allows a child with an autistic component to exercise their right to education
regardless of the place of residence, type of educational institution, or severity of the developmental
disorder (Recommended BGEP (Basic General Educational Program) «Autism» adopted by the decision of
the federal educational-methodical association for general education).
The Federal Educational and Methodological Association for General Education adopted the Prototype of
ABGEP (Adapted Basic General Educational Program) Autism, which proposed a system for assessing the
achievement of students with autism spectrum disorders with the planned results of mastering the adapted
basic general educational program of primary general education (Karpekova, et al., 2016).
Purpose and objectives of the study
Purpose of the study is to work out criteria and evaluate the effectiveness of strategies for teaching children
with autism a foreign language applying the analysis of the effectiveness of existing educational tools.
Literature review
According to researchers (Esterbrook & Esterbrook, 2013; Mukhina, 2017; Nemenchinskaya, 2014; Mandy
et al., 2016 a), the difficulty of teaching a child suffering from autism spectrum disorder is caused by the
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following problems: lack or absence of communicative skills (lack of spoken speech, inability to initiate or
maintain conversation (Mandy et al., 2016 b), limited and/or repeated actions and interests (stereotype, auto
aggression, limited behavior, etc. (Hornby, 2015). That is, a special educational approach is needed, in
which classes will be held as productively as possible for such a child.
It should be noted that the problem of teaching children with autism spectrum disorder is relevant today.
Russian and foreign scientists are interested in the development of communication skills of children with
autism. Researchers note that visual interface of the robot, its way of communication with children, social
role plays an important role for effective results in learning, getting quick feedback from children with
autism (Bearss et al., 2015).
Foreign researchers also study various methods for the development of communication and learning
skills of such children (Huijnen & De Witte, 2017; Vanderborght et al., 2012; Moghadam et al., 2015).
A completely new approach, available due to the rapid development of such field of science as robotics,
was proposed by Huijnen and de Witte (2017). The researchers considered a method based on teaching a
child with ASD (autism spectrum disorder) using a robotic system. Scientists indicate that robot assisted
therapy (RAT) or robot mediated intervention (RMI) is considered the most promising method for
teaching autistic children communication and social interaction because, communicating with a robot
can be more comfortable, easier and more attractive than communicating with a person for such
children. The researchers conclude that the most productive learning process is when a robot acts as a
teacher (Taheri et al., 2015). At the same time, the area of teaching foreign language to children with
autism remains poorly studied.
It is known that the basis of communication skills is the knowledge of the language, often not only native.
The above mentioned actualizes the need to consider the strategy of teaching children with autism, a
foreign language using humanoid robots.
Methodology
During the study, both empirical and theoretical methods of scientific research were applied: description
and comparative analysis of data to identify the advantages and disadvantages of traditional method or
using robotic systems for autistic children in teaching communication in English. The authors use the
comparison method to take into account all aspects providing effectiveness process. The following
scientific works of such scientists as Alemi et al. (2015), Chang et al. (2010), Huijnen and de Witte (2017),
Hornby (2015), Mandy et al.(2016), Taheri et al. (2015), etc. are the basis for the study.
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Results
To assess the effectiveness of the criteria, we used genuine, real and concrete results of educational
activities and performance of the set educational tasks for the child. At the same time, a special set of
quantitative and qualitative indicators has been developed for each of these criteria, which contribute to an
accurate and verified assessment. Both pedagogical and psychological parameters were used.
Considering the first criteria, namely the status-role characteristics, it was found that children with autism
showed the greatest communication activity and feedback with the robot, the interface and communication of
which coincided with its role. It should be noted that the students during such lessons more often talk about
their fears, about their character, gave more information about their condition, which is very important when
conducting classes. It is noted that children show more interest in the process of learning activities with the
robot. Tactile contacts with the robot aroused interest among students, which is not always appropriate in the
case of a human teacher. In other words, the children were convinced that the situation around them is safe
and the teacher-robot is a friend and you can share your experiences with it or ask it for help.
The analyses of the results of training with a human teacher showed that projected expectations were not
met in 45% of cases due to the fact that the teacher was in a higher status role. The teacher received
monosyllabic answers, while the children were shackled, felt discomfort, more lost, less concentrated, were
more thoughtful, perceived the educational process as discomfort and had long pauses in the answers. This
behavior can be described as having weak feedback. When teaching a language, it has a negative effect,
because the process of mastering the material becomes more complicated each next lesson.
Analyzing the correct form of problem statement, it should be noted that due to the imperfection of the
technical part used in modern robots, a human teacher copes with this teaching problem much better than
robots. Studies indicate that 85% of teachers can confidently cope with the exact setting of the educational
task, taking into account the level of knowledge, the amount of knowledge acquired, and the psychoemotional state of the student.
Considering learning environment as creating favorable conditions for high communicative activity of
children with autism as the third criterion, it was found that there are almost no serious differences between
the two educational strategies, but in the case of a robot, we cannot change the teacher. One robot can be
used for different subjects, respectively; there is no need to get used to the speech characteristics,
appearance, behavior and the method of teaching. In the case of a human teacher, this is not always
guaranteed. The results of the work confirm 75% of successful training activities using robots and 65% of
effective training activity with a teacher.
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An important and necessary aspect of working with autistic children is the development of an individual
educational plan. Since the student's intellectual, mental, physical, and emotional state changes daily, it is
difficult or even impossible to reprogram the robot to solve an urgent problem. According to most
researchers, in this case, the human teacher has an undeniable advantage. Pilot studies have shown that
99.5% of teachers are able to assess a child`s capabilities and create a correct, the most productive
individual curriculum.
The last criterion, namely home education, allows evaluating the effectiveness of two compared
technologies while teaching a child at home. It was found that the human teacher copes with the task of
teaching at home better than a robot teacher, due to a number of reasons. Firstly, currently there are no such
robots that could accurately determine in which areas the child does not have enough knowledge in contrast
to the human teacher. Secondly, development of a personal robot for each child suffering from autism is a
very costly and time-consuming process. Thirdly, to use a training robot at home, you need a trained,
technical Troubleshooting specialist with pedagogical skills as an accompanying each lesson.
The results of the comparative analysis of the effectiveness of the developed criteria, depending on the
choice of educational strategy, are listed in the table (Table 1).
Table 1. Comparison of traditional and robotic educational strategies effectiveness
№

Criteria

Robotic
educational
technology

Traditional
educational
technology

1.

Status-role characteristics

85%

55%

2.

Problem statement

45%

85%

3.

Learning environment

75%

65%

4.

Individual educational plan

35%

99,6%

5.

Homeschooling

18%

98%

Discussions
To study the problem, it is necessary to consider such a term as autism. The most acceptable by scientists is
such a definition: autism is a disorder in which a person has a lack of social interaction and communication,
and this disorder is characterized by limited interests and repetitive actions. According to the researchers
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Taheri et al. (2015), Pour et al. (2018), Chang et al. (2010), Zilberman et al. (2015), autistic children, despite
their passivity to communicate with anyone, enjoy working with various technological devices, such as robots
and computers. So it can be assumed that humanoid robots have great potential in helping children with ASD
in learning foreign languages, considering that children must be provided with special learning strategies. It
should be noted that in order to optimize learning a foreign language in the classroom, students must
communicate with each other in English, which can be quite difficult for children with autism. We agree with
Karpekova (2016) that, communication can make them worry, which will lead to low learning outcomes in
the classroom. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a learning environment in which it is possible to reduce
the level of anxiety of children with autism and increase their productivity. The detailed and thorough analysis
of the research works of domestic and foreign experts and our own experience allows us to work out criteria
in order to evaluate the effectiveness of standard and robotic educational strategies.
The first criterion under consideration is the status-role characteristics of the teacher. Here it is necessary to
take into account such qualities of a teacher as his manner of communication, appearance and positioning.
Status is a local characteristic of a person, and the closely related concept of social role which refers to the
behavior expected of people with a certain status in accordance with the norms accepted in this society.
Another criterion is the correct form of problem statement. Using special learning strategies, children with
ASD are able to learn a foreign language. Such children have difficulty in maintaining social
communication, which is extremely important when learning English, thus you need some way to reward
them for their attempts to communicate. Otherwise, the child may have negative factors such as confusion,
stress, discomfort. It should also be borne in mind that it is necessary to duplicate the current task either
verbally or in writing every time the child begins to be distracted from classes (Voloshin, 2016).
Another criterion is learning environment. That is providing favorable conditions for high communicative
activity of children with autism. Accordingly, the first session each day should start with some breaks.
Also, there should be no sharp changes in activities, if we talk about the transition from physical education
to a subject that requires other activity(mental), and mental - in the transition from a humanitarian subject
to technical, where it is necessary to apply different approaches to the processing of information received
by them.
The next criterion under consideration is the features of the individual educational plan. In most schools it
is impossible to organize the educational process so that children with different levels of socialization are
engaged in the same class. That is, children with autism even if they are socialized usually have a lower
level of perception in the standard class.
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Finally, let`s consider the possibility of home schooling as another criterion. The modern educational
system presupposes the existence of inclusive education, and children with autism can be special users of
it. Mainly, classes during such type of training are held at home in a more familiar environment.
Conclusion
In today’s world, in view of some physical and/or psychological diseases, not all people can obtain the
necessary skills and knowledge for life on an equal basis with others. Obviously, that the problem of
teaching children with ASD is relevant today. The solution of this problem is impossible without state
support and further research by scientists, teachers and psychologists as well as generalization of the
practical experience of specialists working in this field.
It is really important to pay attention to the problem of developing a scientifically based system of criteria
and evaluating the results of their effectiveness in the educational process. Of particular importance is the
prospect of research in the field of teaching foreign languages using robotics. Insufficiency in this research
field leads to a decrease in the effectiveness of teachers. Undoubtedly, learning foreign languages is a vital
necessity for autistic children to expand the boundaries of their intellectual abilities and increase the level
of communication abilities. It is in this direction that scientists should make their efforts.
In the context of this work, the analysis of existing educational technologies using robots and without was
held. To assess the level of effectiveness of teaching autistic children a foreign language, the following
criteria can be used: the status and role characteristics of the teacher, problem statement, the environment,
the development of the individual educational plan, and the use of home schooling. It should be noted that
due to the imperfection of the technological part of robotic systems, the training of autistic children is more
effective with a human-teacher who uses a robot as an assistant.
Both researchers and educators working with autistic children can benefit from this study.
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